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175-A
Mean of Masculinity and Femininity of ST Girls
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176-A
Idealistic occupational aspiration of ST Students
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**Figure-10**

Idealistic Occupational Aspiration Scores
Realistic occupational aspiration of boys and girls

Figure - 11
Co-operation scores of ST boys and girls

Figure -12
Cultural conformity of cultural determination of boys and girls
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181-A
Cultural rebellion of cultural determination of boys and girls
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182-A
Personal development orientation of boys and girls

Figure - 15
Assessment domination in learning of ST boys and girls

Figure- 16
Intrinsic orientation in job getting & Learning of boys and girls

Figure - 17
Apathy in learning of ST boys and girls

Figure - 18
Involvement in Learning of boys and girls

Figure -19
Extrinsic orientation in Learning of boys and girls

Figure -20
Significant other orientation in Learning of boys and girls
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